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Two New Trigonometric Formulas with Applications 
S.A. OBAID 
Department of Mathematics and Computer Science, San Jose State University 
Abstract. We derive two new trigonometric identities and the corresponding Chebyshev iden- 
tities. We also obtain new Fibonacci and Lucas Identities. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In 1985 Rung and Obaid [4] introduced the following two identities: for 1 5 k 5 n, 
2”+“(Cos(4)“+k cos(n -k)d= k,,,(n+;:;-I) 
m=l 
+ ( n+k-m-l n-l > I 
(COS(4)Jrn COS(~4), 
2”+k(cos(q5))“+k sin(n - %)d= ~2q+;~;I-l) 
m=l 
-( n+k-m-l n- 1 > l(co~(4))~ sin(md). 
(1) 
(2) 
These identities are essential for solving certain boundary value problems related to the 
torsion and flexure of beams. In this paper we derive two similar identities which can also 
be used in such problems. 
THEOREM 1. ForlI~In,~#a(l+3),1~2 
(sec(fj))“+” cos(n - k)4 = C 2n+k-2mAmn*k(sec(+))2m cos(2md), (3) 
m=O 
where [z] is the largest integer 5 2. The coeflicients A,_,, m = r-1, . . . . n are given by 
the recurrence relation 
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THEOREM 2.. For 15 k < n,q5 # ~(3 +I),/ E 2 
t=W 
(sec(4))“+k sin(n - k)4 = c 2n+k-2mB~k(sec(q5))2m sin(2m$), (5) 
m=l 
where the coefficients B,“fm, m = [ *] , . . . . n are given by the recurrence relation 
B n’k -m = (-1)n(2m_;n_k)) - (-1)k(2m_;n_k)) +~~~B;1(2n212m)’ (6) 
PROOF OF THEOREM 1. 
We use the identities cos(m~$) = v, z = ei’#’ = cos(4) + i sin(4) to convert (3) 
to a complex polynomial identity. Also for convenience we shall write Azk = A,. It is 
straightforward to change (3) into 
z2n + z2k = .&%]A,,,(1 + z’“)(l+ z~)“+~-~“‘. 
Replacing .z2 by t and then multiplying both sides by (1 + t)n-k we obtain 
(1 + t)n-k(tn + tk) = Ci!‘Am(l + t2”)(1 + t)2n-2m. Our objective is to find the 
coefficients A, so that the right side is equal to the left side for 1 5 k 5 n. Using the 
binomial theorem on the left side gives 
c;;\ (“,“) (tm+n + t m+k) = Ciz’A,(l + t2m)(l + t)2n-2m. 
Differentiating both sides 2i times (0 6 i 5 [q]) we have 
c;--_;“, (n;k)[(n$F)rn+m-2i + (k-+r)tk+m-2i] = 
&~lc;?+, ~,(~n;~m)(;:~)(i + t)2n-2m-j(t2m-2i+j + 642i - j)), 
where bSt is the Kronecker delta. Substituting the value t = -1 in both sides of the above 
equation we obtain 
&)“+yjy (Il;b> +@)k+fk;y) (n_b) = 
m=o 
[+I 
c ( 
A, 
2m 
2m - 2n + 2i > 
[l + 60(2i+2m-2n)l. 
m=O 
(7) 
Using the identity (see Riordan [3], p. 11) 
C,=o(-I)m (A) ( “9’“)) = (-l)S(f’3, equation (7) reduces to 
An-i = (-1)” 2&;-k)) +(-1)k(2&k)) - Y;iAm(2n2m2i). (8) 
Replacing 772 by 1 and i by nz, we find (4), and from (8) one can readily obtain 
Al+), . . . . Al,Ao in this order. Relation(*) can also be written in the form. 
(‘) 
where m = O,l, . . . . [?I. Relation (9) is a nonhomogeneous linear system of [y] + 1 
equations in [q] + 1 unknowns. It can be shown that the coefficient matrix C of the 
system is an upper-triangular matrix with each of the diagonal entries equal to 2. Thus the 
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matrix C is invertible and the solution of the system of equations (9) exists and is unique. 
This completes the proof. 
The following corollary is a special case of Theorem 1 with n = k. 
Corollary. 
(s44)Y” = CzzO 22n-amA,(sec(~))2m cos(2mc%), where 
A n-V73 = 2(-1)n (,“,I - CYsta-m Al <2n1’,m>* 
The proof of Theorem 2 is obtained by the same techniques used in proving Theorem 1. 
3. EXAMPLES 
If we set n = 2, k = 1, in (3), (4) we obtain sec3(+) = 2-sec2(4) cos(24) which is equivalent 
to the well-known identity cos(24) = 2cos2(4) - 1. Also if we set n = 5, k = 3 in (3), (4) we 
obtain the identity 
se?(+) cos(2+) = -1504+1856sec2(~)cos(2~)-380sec4(d) cos(4~)+30secs(~) cos(bd)- 
se?(d) cos(84). 
Similarly if we put n = 4, h = 2 in (5), (6) we have 
3 sec6(d) sin(24) = 16 sec2(4) sin(24) - 8 sec4(+) sin(44) + sec6(4) sin(Sd), 
and for n = 8, k = 5 we get 
210sec13(d) sin(34) = -1523712 sec2(d) sin(24) + 1254400sec4(4) sin(44)- 
413056se@(#~) sin(64) 
+72480 set*(4) sin(84) - 7672sec”(r$) sin( 104) + 490 sec12(+) sin( 124)- 
15sec14(d) sin(l44). 
The connection between Chebyshev polynomials and trigonometric functions is well- 
known. Chebyshev polynomials of the first and second kind (see [2]) are given by 
4. CHEBYSHEV IDENTITIES 
T,(Z) = i 5 (-l)m $(n”_ i,ti; (2Z)“-2m, 
m=O 
Un(+) = E (-l)m (” m”) (2ZY)n-2m. 
m=O 
It is also known that 
T,(cOS(+)) = cos(nf$), Un(COS($)) = sin~~&,‘)ml* (10) 
In view of (lo), the identities (l),(2), (3) and (5) may be rewritten in the form 
(11) 
n+k-m-l 
n- 1 >I ZmUm-l(Z>, (12) 
r-1 
Z-n-k(z) = c A:k(2z)n+k-2mT2&), (13) 
na=o 
1-1 
Un_k_1(2) = c B~;L(21)“+k-2mU2m-l(t). (14) 
m=l 
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5. FIBONACCI AND LUCAS IDENTITIES 
The Fibonacci sequence is defined by the recurrence relation F,,,+s = Fm+l + F,,,, m > 0, 
with Fo = 0, Fl = 1 and the Lucas sequence is defined by Lm+2 = L,+I + L,, m 2 0, with 
LO = 2, L1 = 1. It is well-known (see Byrd [l]) that the Lucas and Fibonacci numbers are 
related to the Chebyshev polynomials of the first and second kind respectively according to 
(15) 
v,(;) = (QmF,n+l. (16) 
Replacing E by (3) in (11) - (14) an using (15) and (16), yield the identities d 
L,,-k = (-1)” &l)m [(“+‘“,I;“- ‘>+ (“+‘“,;;“- ‘>1 Lm, 
m=l 
,_,=(-l)n~(-~)m[(“““,T~-‘)-(“+~~T;-l)]F~, 
m=l 
L,+k = (-l)k c A;“L2,,,, 
m=O 
[WI 
F n-k = (-l)k c B%‘Fz,,,. 
t?a=l 
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